
Magnetall Ltd. is a company founded in 1977, market leader in the field of magnetic 
rubber with certain patents to its credit. Magnetall offers a large range of standard 
products but is always evolving and it is a reliable partner for the development 
of new products requested by customers. The most successful products are the 
magnetic labels in their different versions: type “C”, plain, writable and cancelable, 
pre-scored, on large dimensions, self-adhesive ... as well as magnetic letters and 
numbers, magnetic buttons, magnetic pockets of various types, magnetic separa-
tor, magnetic display, magnetic foil, iron rubber foil, magnetic pliers, neodymium 
magnets, magnetic calendar, magnetic support for cars ... all available in several 
sizes and thicknesses. In this brochure you will find some pictures and short pres-
entations of their main articles. For more information and images please visit our 
website www.magnetall.it
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WITH A MAGNETIC STRIP WITH A COMPLETE MAGNETIC BACKWITH TWO POWERFUL NEODYMIUM MAGNETS

MAGNETIC POCKETS
Magnetic pockets are available in three versions to suit different needs of magnetic fixing and different magnetic force required: pocket with magnetic 
strip, pocket with two powerful neodymium magnets and pocket with a complete magnetic back. The front is made of transparent and anti-reflec-
tive PVC suitable for reading with optical reader. They are used as a document holder in offices, on work machines, on trolleys, on the sides of shelves 
and many other applications. Various standard sizes are available depending on the model and the required quantity, from A6 to A3 together with options 
such as an opening side, rain protection, color.

MAGNETIC FOIL
Magnetic foil on roll available in the standard size 100cm width and  10m length or others on request and available neutral in standard thicknesses 0.5 and 
0.75mm or others on request. Available neutral dark brown color or with PVC standard color white or colored on request applied on the non-magnetic 
side. It is printable or laminate with printed adhesive. The magnetic foil is also available with self-adhesive on the non-magnetic side. Also available cut 
in A5 - A4 - A3 or any other measure on request. Many possible applications including removable advertising on cars and vans.

IRON RUBBER FOIL
Iron-rubber foil is a rubber sheet with NON MAGNETIC ferrite powder created to 
“transform” every surface in an “iron” surface on which you can apply any mag-
nets, especially the magnetic sheet which combines perfectly. The iron-rubber sheet is 
used to make boards, promotional items, games, teaching materials, fairs, shops using 
for example the version with adhesive backside to turn any surface into a ferrous sur-
face: on those you apply the advertising printed on the magnetic sheet: the simplicity of 
application of the magnetic sheet on the iron sheet rubber allows you to change quickly 
and in an economic way, the layout of the store. This material is soft, lightweight, easy 
to roll up and carry, you can cut it with a scissors. Available in a thickness of 0.4 mm in 
rolls of 1 x 10 meters and in different versions: neutral, neutral + adhesive side, neutral 
+ white printable PVC, neutral + white printable PVC and adhesive side, neutral white 
PVC writable and cancelable.

NEODYMIUM MAGNETS 
The neodymium magnets offer an high magnetic attraction force with 
a small dimension and therefore are applied in many areas for different 
uses. Available in many shapes and sizes: discs, cubes, boxes, cylinders, 
rings, with adhesive, with countersunk holes...

MAGNETIC  PLIERS
The magnetic pliers consists of two magnetic tapes 1.2mm thick mag-
netized to be attracted to each other and between which you can insert 
designs, pictures, posters, sheets, brochures etc. to be supported. The 
two strips are coupled on the non-magnetic side and held together by 
a strip of white PVC. The magnetic pliers are available in two versions:

• with the magnetic back part, for direct use on any metal surfaces

• with the rear part adhesive, for use on non-metallic surfaces

MAGNETIC DISPLAY
The magnetic display is an 
original way to display in-
formation and advertising. 
It is a simple and practical 
way to expose offers and 
posters of frequent replace-
ment. It consists of a sheet 
of transparent plexiglass to 
hold the printed sheet and is 
available in two versions: 
- with magnetic connection for mounting on metal surfaces 
- with adhesive attack and double magnets for mounting on non-fer-
rous surfaces allowing it to maintain the magnetic closure. It is very 
practical and functional. 
Easy repositioning of offers and bills, raising the protective plexiglass 
and inserting the deals, the information in the provided space. Availa-
ble in different shapes and sizes.

MAGNETIC SUPPORT FOR CAR
The magnetic support for the metal roof of the car comes directly from the experience of the patent for the magnetic ski rack. Having a considerable 
magnetic force it supports the fixing of equipment, advertising signs or information such as name and logo of the driving schools or description 
of the car in showrooms. The magnetic support is composed of a plastic cap fixed on a metal base which is applied to a rubber of considerable magnetic 
force. The advertising sign is stuck in the shell and secured with a bolt through security. The magnetic attachment has a protection for the car surface and 
allows a fast application and removal from the roof of the car or van.

MAGNETIC BUTTONS
The magnetic buttons are used to attack your advertisements, instruc-
tions, drawings, posters, photographs etc ... on any metal surface such 
as magnetic boards, metal cabinets, shelving etc ... They are available in 
different diameters from 10 up to 40mm. SPECIAL MAGNETIC PROFILES 

We are able to provide extruded magnetic rubber profiles of various 
sizes and shapes and can create new customized to the need of the 
customer creating new extrusion tools. We can also provide them with 
different types of magnetization. There are many special profiles already 
available such as used for mosquito nets, shower-box, closures ...



“C”  TYPE MAGNETIC LABEL HOLDERS
TO MOVE THE PRODUCTS CODES  WITHOUT REPRINT LABEL SAVING HUGE TIME AND AVOIDING TO DAMAGE 
YOUR METAL SHELVING

Made of flexible but durable magnetic rubber, the magnetic label holders called “C” for their special form, are the easiest way to apply, remove 
and replace the descriptions and bar codes of items stored on metal shelves, drawers and containers avoiding damage to the surfaces, as 
happens when adhesive labels are used.

ADVANTAGES:

• They are immediately removable: save huge time for replace-
ment, modification or displacement and avoid having to print a new 
label

• Avoid any damage to your metal shelving instead caused by the 
normal glue of  adhesive labels or other fastening systems: when 
replacing shelving your used will have a higher value

• Provided with transparent PVC cover and white card

• You can easily apply the adhesive labels with descriptions or bar-
codes of your products directly on the card label or write on it. If you 
need to change the code or description you can reuse the card on the 
back

• They are available in different widths: 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 35 - 
40 - 50 - 60 - 70 mm supplied in rolls or cut from us to the length you 
need or simply cut with normal scissors

• The transparent PVC is suitable for reading with a barcode reader

• Also supplied packaged in boxes of 50 or 100 pieces

• Recommended for applications in cold rooms where the glue some-
times dries and falls off

• Magnetism of unlimited duration

PLAIN MAGNETIC TAPE
TO MOVE THE PRODUCTS CODES  WITHOUT REPRINTING THE LABEL SAVING HUGE TIME AND AVOIDING DAM-
AGE TO YOUR METAL SHELVING

Made of flexible but durable plain magnetic rubber with thickness of 1.2 mm or 2 mm, the plain magnetic tape and labels are the most conven-
ient way to apply, remove and replace the descriptions and bar codes of items stored on shelves, drawers and metal containers avoiding to 
damage the surfaces, as is the case using adhesive labels.

ADVANTAGES :

• They are immediately removable: save huge time for replacement, modification or displacement and avoid having to print a new label

• Avoid any damage to your metal shelving instead caused by the normal glue of adhesive  labels or other fastening systems: when replacing 
shelving your used will have a higher value

• You can easily apply the adhesive labels with descriptions or barcodes of your products directly on the non-magnetic label side

• Are available in different widths 10 - 15 - 20 - 25 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 mm supplied in rolls of 50m or we cut to the measure of your choice or 
you finally cut with normal scissors

• The standard thickness is 1,2mm but we can provide even greater thicknesses on request

• Also supplied packaged in boxes of 50 or 100 pieces

• Magnetism of unlimited duration

PRE-SCORED PLAIN MAGNETIC TAPE
Plain magnetic tape with thickness of 1.2mm with a special pre-incision which consists in cutting only half the thickness of the tape, which is then 
supplied in rolls. This pre-incision allows for a label perfectly cut to the pre-scored length - a choice of various sizes available - simply by breaking 
the tape with your fingers as shown in the pictures. Being a mechanical process these labels are cheaper than cut labels but require higher minimum 
quantities. Since they are supplied on rolls you save time in the application of adhesive labels on the magnetic tape. Provided, on request, with a line to 
increasingly recognize the non-magnetic side where to apply the adhesive label.

SELF-ADHESIVE PLAIN MAGNETIC TAPE  
Plain magnetic tape with an adhesive applied on 
non-magnetic side that allows you to take ad-
vantage of magnetism even with non-ferrous 
materials such as lightweight panels, printable 
panels such as Forex, wood and many other ma-
terials. We offer adhesives for generic or specific 
materials. It is also possible to use two magnetic 
tapes with adhesive applying them on two ma-
terials and then adhere tape against tape, for 
example, for boards closures. Available in rolls 
or cut to size.

WRITABLE & CANCELABLE PLAIN MAGNETIC TAPE
Plain magnetic tape 0.6mm thickness with PVC applied with a special protective film on the non-magnetic side

- making it writable and cancelable with dry, water or alcohol, depending on the marker used
- available color white as standard and also available in blue, yellow, red, green, orange, black on request
- available in various widths and supplied in rolls or cut to the desired size

NEUTRAL MAGNETIC LABEL WRITE ... CANCEL ... AGAIN READY TO WRITE

LARGE DIMENSIONS PLAIN MAGNETIC LABELS
For special applications such as shelves for pallets, or for very high shelves we can also offer magnetic labels with large dimensions cutting them 
from the magnetic sheet

• Available in any size from a minimum height of 
80mm (for smaller sizes check  the plain mag-
netic label) and length of your choice

• Available in various thicknesses to accommo-
date various needs of magnetic force

• Available both neutral and neutral with a PVC 
standard color white or colored on request 
applied on the non-magnetic surface. For ex-
ample red and green to use as indicators on 
machinery

MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
Innovative magnetic separator / organizer for the metal shelves: the great 
advantage is to be able to move it very quickly to divide and organize 
the spaces on the shelves. The magnetic separator is made from plastic 
material with a base as inverted “T” to stabilize it: under this basis we ap-
ply a powerful magnetic tape. Available in lengths of 400/500/600mm with 
200mm high. The magnetic attachment allows you to remove and replace 
the separator very quickly, avoiding wasting time and avoiding damaging the 
shelving with other fastener systems.

MAGNETIC LETTERS AND NUMBERS
Magnetic letters and numbers are used to encode the aisles of metal shelving, metal containers or products deposited on shelves, and many other possi-
ble applications. Die-cut and sold individually, they are available in sizes 80-100-120mm high and in white and black colors (dark brown rubber magnetic). 
A magnetic arrow is also available as useful indicator of position.
We can also deliver letters and numbers with size, font and color of your choice by laminating a printed adhesive pvc on magnetic sheets.
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Magnetall Ltd. is a company founded in 1977, market leader in the field of magnetic 
rubber with certain patents to its credit. Magnetall offers a large range of standard 
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WITH A MAGNETIC STRIP WITH A COMPLETE MAGNETIC BACKWITH TWO POWERFUL NEODYMIUM MAGNETS

MAGNETIC POCKETS
Magnetic pockets are available in three versions to suit different needs of magnetic fixing and different magnetic force required: pocket with magnetic 
strip, pocket with two powerful neodymium magnets and pocket with a complete magnetic back. The front is made of transparent and anti-reflec-
tive PVC suitable for reading with optical reader. They are used as a document holder in offices, on work machines, on trolleys, on the sides of shelves 
and many other applications. Various standard sizes are available depending on the model and the required quantity, from A6 to A3 together with options 
such as an opening side, rain protection, color.

MAGNETIC FOIL
Magnetic foil on roll available in the standard size 100cm width and  10m length or others on request and available neutral in standard thicknesses 0.5 and 
0.75mm or others on request. Available neutral dark brown color or with PVC standard color white or colored on request applied on the non-magnetic 
side. It is printable or laminate with printed adhesive. The magnetic foil is also available with self-adhesive on the non-magnetic side. Also available cut 
in A5 - A4 - A3 or any other measure on request. Many possible applications including removable advertising on cars and vans.

IRON RUBBER FOIL
Iron-rubber foil is a rubber sheet with NON MAGNETIC ferrite powder created to 
“transform” every surface in an “iron” surface on which you can apply any mag-
nets, especially the magnetic sheet which combines perfectly. The iron-rubber sheet is 
used to make boards, promotional items, games, teaching materials, fairs, shops using 
for example the version with adhesive backside to turn any surface into a ferrous sur-
face: on those you apply the advertising printed on the magnetic sheet: the simplicity of 
application of the magnetic sheet on the iron sheet rubber allows you to change quickly 
and in an economic way, the layout of the store. This material is soft, lightweight, easy 
to roll up and carry, you can cut it with a scissors. Available in a thickness of 0.4 mm in 
rolls of 1 x 10 meters and in different versions: neutral, neutral + adhesive side, neutral 
+ white printable PVC, neutral + white printable PVC and adhesive side, neutral white 
PVC writable and cancelable.

NEODYMIUM MAGNETS 
The neodymium magnets offer an high magnetic attraction force with 
a small dimension and therefore are applied in many areas for different 
uses. Available in many shapes and sizes: discs, cubes, boxes, cylinders, 
rings, with adhesive, with countersunk holes...

MAGNETIC  PLIERS
The magnetic pliers consists of two magnetic tapes 1.2mm thick mag-
netized to be attracted to each other and between which you can insert 
designs, pictures, posters, sheets, brochures etc. to be supported. The 
two strips are coupled on the non-magnetic side and held together by 
a strip of white PVC. The magnetic pliers are available in two versions:

• with the magnetic back part, for direct use on any metal surfaces

• with the rear part adhesive, for use on non-metallic surfaces

MAGNETIC DISPLAY
The magnetic display is an 
original way to display in-
formation and advertising. 
It is a simple and practical 
way to expose offers and 
posters of frequent replace-
ment. It consists of a sheet 
of transparent plexiglass to 
hold the printed sheet and is 
available in two versions: 
- with magnetic connection for mounting on metal surfaces 
- with adhesive attack and double magnets for mounting on non-fer-
rous surfaces allowing it to maintain the magnetic closure. It is very 
practical and functional. 
Easy repositioning of offers and bills, raising the protective plexiglass 
and inserting the deals, the information in the provided space. Availa-
ble in different shapes and sizes.

MAGNETIC SUPPORT FOR CAR
The magnetic support for the metal roof of the car comes directly from the experience of the patent for the magnetic ski rack. Having a considerable 
magnetic force it supports the fixing of equipment, advertising signs or information such as name and logo of the driving schools or description 
of the car in showrooms. The magnetic support is composed of a plastic cap fixed on a metal base which is applied to a rubber of considerable magnetic 
force. The advertising sign is stuck in the shell and secured with a bolt through security. The magnetic attachment has a protection for the car surface and 
allows a fast application and removal from the roof of the car or van.

MAGNETIC BUTTONS
The magnetic buttons are used to attack your advertisements, instruc-
tions, drawings, posters, photographs etc ... on any metal surface such 
as magnetic boards, metal cabinets, shelving etc ... They are available in 
different diameters from 10 up to 40mm. SPECIAL MAGNETIC PROFILES 

We are able to provide extruded magnetic rubber profiles of various 
sizes and shapes and can create new customized to the need of the 
customer creating new extrusion tools. We can also provide them with 
different types of magnetization. There are many special profiles already 
available such as used for mosquito nets, shower-box, closures ...
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MAGNETIC POCKETS
Magnetic pockets are available in three versions to suit different needs of magnetic fixing and different magnetic force required: pocket with magnetic 
strip, pocket with two powerful neodymium magnets and pocket with a complete magnetic back. The front is made of transparent and anti-reflec-
tive PVC suitable for reading with optical reader. They are used as a document holder in offices, on work machines, on trolleys, on the sides of shelves 
and many other applications. Various standard sizes are available depending on the model and the required quantity, from A6 to A3 together with options 
such as an opening side, rain protection, color.

MAGNETIC FOIL
Magnetic foil on roll available in the standard size 100cm width and  10m length or others on request and available neutral in standard thicknesses 0.5 and 
0.75mm or others on request. Available neutral dark brown color or with PVC standard color white or colored on request applied on the non-magnetic 
side. It is printable or laminate with printed adhesive. The magnetic foil is also available with self-adhesive on the non-magnetic side. Also available cut 
in A5 - A4 - A3 or any other measure on request. Many possible applications including removable advertising on cars and vans.

IRON RUBBER FOIL
Iron-rubber foil is a rubber sheet with NON MAGNETIC ferrite powder created to 
“transform” every surface in an “iron” surface on which you can apply any mag-
nets, especially the magnetic sheet which combines perfectly. The iron-rubber sheet is 
used to make boards, promotional items, games, teaching materials, fairs, shops using 
for example the version with adhesive backside to turn any surface into a ferrous sur-
face: on those you apply the advertising printed on the magnetic sheet: the simplicity of 
application of the magnetic sheet on the iron sheet rubber allows you to change quickly 
and in an economic way, the layout of the store. This material is soft, lightweight, easy 
to roll up and carry, you can cut it with a scissors. Available in a thickness of 0.4 mm in 
rolls of 1 x 10 meters and in different versions: neutral, neutral + adhesive side, neutral 
+ white printable PVC, neutral + white printable PVC and adhesive side, neutral white 
PVC writable and cancelable.

NEODYMIUM MAGNETS 
The neodymium magnets offer an high magnetic attraction force with 
a small dimension and therefore are applied in many areas for different 
uses. Available in many shapes and sizes: discs, cubes, boxes, cylinders, 
rings, with adhesive, with countersunk holes...

MAGNETIC  PLIERS
The magnetic pliers consists of two magnetic tapes 1.2mm thick mag-
netized to be attracted to each other and between which you can insert 
designs, pictures, posters, sheets, brochures etc. to be supported. The 
two strips are coupled on the non-magnetic side and held together by 
a strip of white PVC. The magnetic pliers are available in two versions:

• with the magnetic back part, for direct use on any metal surfaces

• with the rear part adhesive, for use on non-metallic surfaces

MAGNETIC DISPLAY
The magnetic display is an 
original way to display in-
formation and advertising. 
It is a simple and practical 
way to expose offers and 
posters of frequent replace-
ment. It consists of a sheet 
of transparent plexiglass to 
hold the printed sheet and is 
available in two versions: 
- with magnetic connection for mounting on metal surfaces 
- with adhesive attack and double magnets for mounting on non-fer-
rous surfaces allowing it to maintain the magnetic closure. It is very 
practical and functional. 
Easy repositioning of offers and bills, raising the protective plexiglass 
and inserting the deals, the information in the provided space. Availa-
ble in different shapes and sizes.

MAGNETIC SUPPORT FOR CAR
The magnetic support for the metal roof of the car comes directly from the experience of the patent for the magnetic ski rack. Having a considerable 
magnetic force it supports the fixing of equipment, advertising signs or information such as name and logo of the driving schools or description 
of the car in showrooms. The magnetic support is composed of a plastic cap fixed on a metal base which is applied to a rubber of considerable magnetic 
force. The advertising sign is stuck in the shell and secured with a bolt through security. The magnetic attachment has a protection for the car surface and 
allows a fast application and removal from the roof of the car or van.

MAGNETIC BUTTONS
The magnetic buttons are used to attack your advertisements, instruc-
tions, drawings, posters, photographs etc ... on any metal surface such 
as magnetic boards, metal cabinets, shelving etc ... They are available in 
different diameters from 10 up to 40mm. SPECIAL MAGNETIC PROFILES 

We are able to provide extruded magnetic rubber profiles of various 
sizes and shapes and can create new customized to the need of the 
customer creating new extrusion tools. We can also provide them with 
different types of magnetization. There are many special profiles already 
available such as used for mosquito nets, shower-box, closures ...


